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VOLUNTARY ANNOUNCEMENT
CAPITAL INCREASE REGARDING A SUBSIDIARY AND DEEMED DISPOSAL

INTRODUCTION

This announcement is made by China Huirong Financial Holdings Limited (the ‘‘Company’’, together
with its subsidiaries, the ‘‘Group’’) on a voluntary basis to inform the shareholders of the Company
and potential investors of the latest business development of the Group.

CAPITAL INCREASE REGARDING A SUBSIDIARY

Prior to the Capital Increase (as defined below), Suzhou Huida Commercial Factoring Co., Ltd.* (蘇州

匯達商業保理有限公司) (‘‘Huida Factoring’’) was an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of the
Company. The Company’s equity interest in Huida Factoring was maintained through Suzhou Huifang
Tongda Information Technology Co., Ltd* (蘇州匯方同達信息科技有限公司) (‘‘Huifang Tongda’’).

On 29 May 2020, Huida Factoring received a capital contribution from Huifang Tongda, Suzhou
Wuzhong Gaoxin Technology Venture Management Co., Ltd.* (蘇州吳中高新科技創業管理有限公司)
(‘‘Wuzhong Gaoxin’’) and Suzhou Dongfang Venture Investment Co., Ltd.* (蘇州東方創業投資有限

公司) (‘‘Dongfang Investment’’) in the amount of RMB10 million, RMB20 million and RMB20
million, respectively (collectively, the ‘‘Capital Increase’’).

As a result of the Capital Increase, the registered share capital of Huida Factoring increased from
RMB50 million to RMB100 million and Huida Factoring becomes owned as to 60%, 20% and 20% by
Huifang Tongda, Wuzhong Gaoxin and Dongfang Investment, respectively. The Group continues to
maintain a controlling equity interest in Huida Factoring.
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DEEMED DISPOSAL AND LISTING RULES IMPLICATION

As a result of the Capital Increase, the Company’s shareholding in Huida Factoring will decrease from
100% to 60%. Therefore, the Capital Increase constitutes a deemed disposal of 40% of the Company’s
equity interest in Huida Factoring.

As all applicable percentage ratios for the transactions under the Capital Increase are less than 5%,
pursuant to Chapter 14 of the Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on The Stock Exchange of
Hong Kong Limited, the transactions under the Capital Increase do not constitute a discloseable
transaction.

REASONS FOR AND BENEFIT OF THE CAPITAL INCREASE

In line with the reverse mixed-ownership* (反向混合所有制) reform encouraged by the government of
the People’s Republic of China (the ‘‘PRC’’), the purpose of the Capital Increase is to introduce state-
owned and collective capital into the Group’s downstream shareholding structure. The Group believes
this will further improve its credit level, which is conducive to its business expansion, procurement of
further bank financing and servicing of more small and micro enterprises in the PRC.

GENERAL

The Group

The Group is dedicated to providing diversified financing services including inclusive finance and
technology finance as well as insurance brokerage services to its customers and to engage in the
investment business. Currently, the Group principally operates its businesses in Jiangsu, Sichuan,
Anhui and Hubei Provinces and Hong Kong.

Huida Factoring

Huida Factoring is a limited liability company established in the PRC. It is primarily engaged in the
provision of factoring and trade finance services.

Huifang Tongda

Huifang Tongda is a limited liability company established in the PRC. It is primarily engaged in equity
investment and management advisory.

Wuzhong Gaoxin

Wuzhong Gaoxin is a limited liability company established in the PRC. It is primarily engaged in
equity investment using state-owned capital on behalf of the People’s Government of Wuzhong District,
Suzhou City, Jiangsu Province, PRC.
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Dongfang Investment

Dongfang Investment is a limited liability company established in the PRC. It is primarily engaged in
equity investment using collective capital on behalf of Luzhi Township, Wuzhong District, Suzhou
City, Jiangsu Province, PRC.

To the best of the knowledge, information and belief of the directors of the Company having made all
reasonable enquiries, each of Wuzhong Gaoxin and Dongfang Investment (and their respective ultimate
beneficial owners) are third parties independent of, and not connected with, the Company and its
connected persons.

By Order of the Board
China Huirong Financial Holdings Limited

Wu Min
Chairman

Hong Kong, 29 May 2020

As at the date of this announcement, the executive directors of the Company are Mr. Wu Min and Mr. Zhang Changsong,

the non-executive directors of the Company are Mr. Zhuo You, Mr. Zhang Cheng, Mr. Ling Xiaoming and Ms. Zhang Shu

and the independent non-executive directors of the Company are Mr. Zhang Huaqiao, Mr. Feng Ke and Mr. Tse Yat Hong.

* For identification purpose only
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